Hon Kong People,Korean,Japanese Never be Deceived-Threatened.
The Rulers has been Playing with Hatred Chaos Conspiring to Hide the Real Crisis.
The now world top evident but also top secret is that the world has been entirely heading
toward climate hell extinction due to massive oil consumption(Rockefeller the Oil merchant
& the American empire with CIA-military industry complex the reincarnated NAZIS in USA).
In order to exterminate global races,the deadly fact must be hided not to become world top
political task,so they has entirely been operating global political chaos(as false flag wars and
disputes)by causing strong hatred among peoples.Global people Never be Deceived,or
Threatened by the power,but Must Largely be United with a TRUTH.
2018/8/9,11
A political history is not accident,but planned<F.D.Roosevelt).
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J136-Re-Constructing-5-Nations-pdf.pdf
In above page,author once proposed massive unite of people with a TRUTH.Then the
enemy have attacked it by operating puppet leaders to cause todays chaos.Thus It is too
evident that their most fear is Large Strong Unite of Us to turn the Upside Down World.
Tense demonstrations in Hong Kong despite warnings from Beijing
https://www.france24.com/fr/20190803-hong-kong-manifestations-repression-chine-contest
ation-arrestations-emeutes
The crisis started two months ago when the opposition rebelled against a bill allowing extradition
to mainland China. The text was suspended , but the movement expanded to challenge the
decline of freedoms in the former British colony, and demand democratic reforms.
Not to allow radical terror by pro-government thugs,which induces military intervention.
Japan to strike South Korea off trusted export list as rift deepens
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-49201707
Japan will remove South Korea from its list of trusted trade partners, deepening a bitter row
between the two countries.Caution that it was not caused by non government power,but by
both nations power.
HAARP Triggers Fukushima Earthquake & Nuclear Meltdowns & Destroys Plankton,
causing Sea Life Starvation
https://www.nuclearweatherforecast.com/haarp-triggers-fukushima-earthquake-.html
the 2.5 Hz (circular resonance of earth...suzuki)waveform triggered the Fukushima
earthquake.The hazardous Tsunami was synthesized by synchronized sea floor bombs.

核爆弾 人工地震

証拠

見

https://quasimoto.exblog.jp/17336865/

東日本大震災

年目 真実

核爆弾 津波地震

https://quasimoto2.exblog.jp/237927575/
http://oujyujyu.blog114.fc2.com/blog-entry-2520.html
In 1995 and 2011,government the reforminist were broken by earthquake attacks the
political weapon against democrats power in Japan..

[１]:Global NAZIS Ruling_In politics, nothing happens by accident. If it
happens, you can bet it was planned that way<F.D.Roosevelt>.
Once Nazis was established to massacre Jew(the religious,revolutionist race)by the plan
and support (Rockefeller the white supremacist).After the war,defeated NAZIS person with
technology was secretly imported to USA toward establishing CIA-military industry complex
(the reincarnated NAZIS in USA by operation Paper Clip).After all,now the world had
substantially been conquered by NAZIS(Operation Condor in south America,Operation
Gradio in Europe,...............).Also note USA’s most race is not Anglo Saxon,but German.

Hitler's Exact Prophecy: The Future Image of 2039
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
"..." The two poles "are increasingly advancing. Since 1989, human beings are increasingly
divided into very few new types of rule and a large number of new types of ruled. It is He
who manipulates and obeys all, and the other who are manipulated and obeys everything
without knowing it.
And that's not all that goes. As humans do so, cataclysmic changes occur in both the earth
and the universe. From 1989 onwards, an unprecedented catastrophe (great catastrophe)
approaches humanity from space.
When I was young, I wrote in "My struggle" that human beings will be revenge from Nature.
That is the situation since 1989. The universe gives revenge to humanity because humans
become arrogant and commit the nature of the universe. And it brings mankind into the
unimaginable ultimate state. 150 years after I was born, the ultimate coming to the 21st
century. Even the inspiring and clear sight of myself is the unbelievable ultimate.
"... (at the end of the twentieth century) even if the superficial is a world of democracy or
socialism, the real will be ruled by Nazism. In both democratic and socialist countries,
they use our weapons of Nazis to compete and kill each other.
The society, as I wish, is divided into a strong ruler and a large ruled people,
It is also a period of catastrophe,
humanity is absurd to be revenged from nature, climate is divided into two, intense heat
and intense cold, fire and ice, floods and droughts are alternately attacking in the Earth.
Thus you could realized the deadly fact of global ruling by NAZIS reincarnated in USA.
Thereby the role of American has become extremely singular for their responsibility to the
world.Now Trump presidency seems rather incomprehensible for global people.He has been
shouting make great America,while he made America not,but egocentric without their global
responsibility.In other words,nations not America must become awaken to be independent
from impossible America(NAZIS),but turn to be against NAZIS America by global unite.
It might be Trump side who asks the world to do something for the stubborn and no
repairable America who can not be helped by own.

[２]:How to Escape from Ruling the cursed NAZIS America ?!!
You must change image of America from free & prosperous nation to miserable cursed one.
American-own-self must recognize own superstition,which is far from global common sense.
For long years.it seemed to author only Japanese had been considering American almighty
in technology,economics,and military politics.Thereby they had entirely been following
strong American,but not against.However this is not only Japanese,but also almost global
nation people who admire American prosperity.However the actuality of America is not
ideal,but dangerous cursed nation for many Americans and also for global people.
It is barbarian Darwinism Nation with commercialized pleasure and without mercy(God).
Many told America is religious nation,but substantially anti-God nation(NAZIS)in their ruler.
Thus people must be awaken that America is upside down nation.
⑴Only rich can get higher cost medicare,but poor should die !
⑵Capitalists are nobility,while not are unconscious slave in America.
⑶By anyhow,they entirely have been seeking something innovative to become rich.
It is fundamental mechanism to drive American harder work to make money(toward tax).
⑷Substantially America has been Plutocracy nation ruled by the few wealthiest.
⑸Outstanding Military Power supported by Higher Budget(Tax)by nation people.
It is fundamental mechanism to rule the world by VIOLENCE,but not moral ,without law.
This is unprecedented global disaster for all the nation people(global NAZIS ruling).
This is barbarian Darwinism Nation secretly? admiring violence power.
⑹Invisible Giant Fascism Ruling Nation with Network of Bureaucracy-Media-Business.
People and Nation are those who should be exploited by the Supremacy Nobility.
Perpetual struggle strategy toward winning global hegemony by setting enemy.
This is not nation of people,by people,for people,but for few wealthiest hereditary.
Most remarkable feature of “American Elites” is strongly brain washed not to revolute the
American regime(imperial ruling by Rockefeller the empire with his obedient subordinates).
That is,not being against the status quo in America(the few wealthiest monopolized ruling).
*They frequently accuse “socialism” ,while the authorized most happy Nordic nations are so
called democratic socialism. America is upside down nation cursed to be against God.
⑺Their moral decadence has been hiding by superficial material civilization prosperity.
Global people has been being deceived by delusion for America.
⑻Top serious science facts by not American has been hiding by America.
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf
Is it by God or not that created universe and life ??
If God did,all we must follow God !,not is wrong !!
＊As for life creation problem,see APPENDIX-1．
Evolution by accidental mutation is impossible,but by destined one. Because,future form
in chemical reaction has already prepared in vacuum space as so called dipole ghost.

[３]:By Following Heavenly Will,Ruling Become Justice,
https://plaza.rakuten.co.jp/condor33/<translation by author>
https://ctext.org/mozi/will-of-heaven-i
People’s loving with each other make the world peace,
people’s being hatred with each other make the world chaos(Mozi, chapter4).
By following heavenly will,ruling become justice,
by being against heavenly will,ruling become force(Mozi, chapter7).
Being justice make the world peace,
Not being justice make the world chaos(Mozi, chapter7).
From the origin,NAZIS was anti-religion(anti-Jew the religious race),or anti-justice,truth,
brotherhood.Thereby NAZIS ruling becomes forcing(military power ruling,or conspiracy
ruling causing betraying,deception and hatred).Following are logical negation on above.
Thus intercepting NAZIS ruling by GLOBAL UNITE with A TRUTH is
matching with Heavenly Will.
*<[２]:⑻>

SUPPLEMENT:
Author’s aim is becoming messenger of truth(however the becoming degree is uncertain).
Truth is divided to two category of scientific and human relation(politics).The former is told
by logic and dynamic equation,while the latter could be cited from the Holy Scriptures.
Those are encyclopedia of great prophecy revealed by Heavenly Will toward all mankind.
It is told that twin birthed from an uterus has telepathy communication(a strong connection
between them).Also this universe was birthed from a point of time and space in the past,
which might be told infinite multiplets and might be with invisible connection networks.
In facing unprecedented climate extinction risk of mankind,heavenly will seems making
urgent connection networks between us.Once author noticed warning revelation by African
American,Russian,and many UK people.It is entirely a whole world without difference of
races.

☞:Following is rather authors opinion,but not authorized theory at now.
APPENDIX-1:”Future Form” had already been in Vacuum Space the Almighty.
Once author disclosed that physical vacuum space is Almighty World,where every things
can be simultaneously at any space and time point.Before creation of life on earth,in
vacuum,there had already been life.That is ,our evolution is not accident,but destined.
☞:So called quantum transition is probabilistic,but not completely destined.However direction of chemical
reaction is seeking more stable point to survive(Selfish Genes;C.R.Dawkins).This philosophy would make
world ugly Darwinism ,thereby as cultural evolution,religion had appeared by heavenly will.

Creation of Life may be the supreme problem in all the science,now as for which none could
succeed to explain.However there is a strong indication due to Quantum Chemistry.
So called Frank Condon Principle states that in chemical reaction process,electron clouds
form(it is glue force of many atoms in a chemical compound)transits from previous state to
following one in zero time interval(instantaneous vertical quantum transition).This fact can
be proved exactly in quantum theory of non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.Note electron is an
elementary particle the dis-continuos dynamics,while heavier atoms are not,.The heavier
latter behaves as almost continuous classical dynamics.
http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf
atoms with electron clouds

this is a ghost of future
long time

“0 time clouds transition”
Before Reaction

In Reaction,former atoms go to future positions slowly.

After Reaction

⑴In the beginning is instantaneous electron clouds transition with pseudo atoms.
It is complete future form of molecular.However atoms are not genuine,but ghost.
⑵After all,the ghost atoms are to be replaced by previous atoms the not ghost.
⑶It takes longer time to finish the exchanging(however,actual chemical reaction is rapid).
Dipole Ghost Chain(polarization)between genuine atom(right)and pseudo atom(left).
anti-matter atom
+Q

-Q

+Q

-Q

+Q

ghost atom

+Q

-Q

+Q

genuine atom

Between matter atom(left)and anti matter atom,there exist attraction force which causes
leftward migration of genuine atom
Dipole chain is explained at here<however this is incomplete as for Frank Condon Principle.>.
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf

Note so called Kirlian photo(phantom leaf) is evident revealing of future form in life.
https://www.quora.com/Kirlian-photo-shows-a-leaf-cut-In-half-displays-an-aura-of-the-leaf-pi
ece-cut-off-How-is-this-psychic-phenomenon-possible

APPENDIX-2:Climate Fix is Possible<The Fundamental Summary>
At now world,anyone had known climate worsening due to frequent disasters here & there.
While,UN COP Policy had realized nothing down CO2 causing hotter earth. Why not ?
:Once Scientist secretly told Politicians No Climate Salvation(Arctic Desperate).The
diagnosis was decided secret toward global public in closed room,thus COP became
hypocrite to conserve global capitalism regime,which turn to realize top mentioned world.
:Arctic Desperate<Fire Storm Extinction by massive Arctic sea floor methane melting>.
Ice lid vanishing→more sun heat input into ocean→more ice vanishing→sea floor warming
This fatal feedback never be stopped naturally→but Arctic Cooling Engineering Possibility!!
:Arctic Cooling Engineering<Intercepting solar heat by Clouds Making Machine(CMM)>
Massive Pinatubo volcano(1991)dust intercepted solar heat causing 0.6 down for 1.5year
Researcher told 1.5 down is possible by 300 CMM.AMEG(UK)claimed that CMM can cool
Arctic.However politician(science society)had neglected their decisive petition.CMM is also
effective to settle wild climate disaster(such as hurricane caused by ocean warming).
:Arctic Cooling Engineering2<Blocking Nares strait current(width=20km,depth=150~300m)>
Arctic heat debt=+4W/m2;NS blocking total effect=-10W/m2;problem is the engineering?!
Hong Kong-Macao bridge=50Km,Oil drilling base depth=303m,Arctic winter construction,
Blocking NS would be possible by throwing Total Rocks=5x1010kg to the strait floor.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

Total Summary< Unless the totalized viewing point,Climate Fixing is impossible>
It ‘s not too late so long as intercepting sudden Arctic Catastrophe,the left are not sudden.
G:Logic of URGENT ESTABLISHING GLOBAL CLIMATE WARTIME REGIME.
In past any wars,there had nothing only global extinction,but Climate catastrophe will not !!
General Head Quater=plan,operation,managing with claim settlement to get global co-op.

A:Arctic Cooling Engineering<above 、 >
B:Earth Cooling Engineering(CO2=400ppm→350ppm to stabilize climate).
⒜Emergent Operation against Wild Climate＝Temporal Cooling by CMM
⒝Urgent 80%Transition to New-Energy<wind,solar,H2gas energy.almost established tech>
Those are weapons urgently&massively produced by Wartime Regime Order(operation).

C:Wartime Regime Economy<in the global climate wartime regime>.
This is large scale economy calculation(production & employment)for weapons and life matters
minimum for all nation people<adjusting international relation>.

*International cost should be payed by degree of accumulated CO2 emission by each nation
This is reasonable that rich USA ,EU and China would pay the most.

APPENDIX-3:Awful Similarity between now World and Japan at world war the 2nd.
Once discriminated,but holy Jew taught us class struggle,but NAZIS responded Holocaust.
Once Japan could’nt class struggle against emperor to have caused A bomb hell by USA.
Now decadent world without class struggle has been heading toward climate extinction.
At that time,most elites near emperor Hirohito(the dictator)had known almost nothing war
winning possibility against America,even though none could be against Hirohito’s deadly
absurd decision to make war against overwhelmingly advantageous America,which had
turned to be extremely awful and unprecedented A-bombs fire hell to Japan at last.
http://www.mnet.ne.jp/~akimaru/a-kikan/kikan.htm
This was prediction of the war defeating by Wartime Economy Simulation by Japan military.
Military top said “survey and conclusion is complete,but not agree with the national strategy !”
Now the world superficially seem democrat nations by ruling elites who elected by righteous
voting,however the substantial global ruling has been due to few hereditary family of nobility
and wealthiest(Rockefeller and UK imperial,the German descendants).It is called also
Bilderberg Group. After all,nation leaders are substantially selected person by them in long
years plan to manage nations with secretly embedded agents<hereditary old families>.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Especially after the war,the world had established unprecedented economic prosperity,
which produced massive middle class homes in advanced nations.The children was brought
up without knowing poverty hardship and had become unconsciously obedient with power
(rich father). Person without experience of poverty or something hardship is likely to be
apathetic to poor others.Famous university graduate elites are son and daughter of rich
home.,only who can be nation leaders in WEST nations.After all,most of them have only
experience the success,but not failure or defeat.Such for them,it is too hard to face difficult
task not experienced in before. But they are likely to face only tasks experienced before.
Too much learning in school(business)make person incompetent in facing deadly task not
experienced before. After all,they have become conservative,but not revolutional to survive.
Now Climate Decay has been heading toward global extinction by fireball earth due to
massive methane eruption from warmer Arctic sea floor.This is evident and also secret by
silent in global journalism.Then climate scientists once reported politicians nothing salvation
possibility(Arctic Desperate).It was appreciable for the wicked spirit in high place,which had
determined direction of now world heading global extinction,but not global revolution toward
climate salvation.This is extreme similarity with that none could be against the emperor.
The coming world with outstanding power ruling against massive eternal no adult people
were predicted in Hitler’s prophecy.This could be told as non-class struggle world.While
Jewish culture such as Christianism or Marxism are tech of class struggle.
*Christian religion was once political revolution,but defeated to be moral teach,..Goethe

This is decisive actual reason why NAZIS once tried to exterminate Jew.Now Jewish people
seem to be deeply desperate and crooked due to trauma of Holocaust or to perpetual and
desperate struggle between Israel and Middle East Muslim nations(Palestinian). The strong
persecution against them in Europe and the consequence establishing Israel in Middle East
is historical conspiracy toward degrade Jew the historical revolutionist against the wicked
spirit in high place.In fact,now the word people has been accusing brutal Israel.The final
reconciliation would be that both Israelite and Muslim must be aware actuality of the
conspiracy causing todays desperate discord between both of them.Both of they are
substantially victims by the wicked spirit in high place.
Holocaust is supreme destroying against human dignity.This is similar with Hiroshima and
Nagasaki people who once were treated as experiment animal in unprecedented fire hell of
A bomb.We should not tell that A bombs were dropped to Hiroshima and Nagasaki,but
toward Japan. Note Fukushima NP tsunami destruction is the 3rd a bomb caused by sea
floor bomb setted by US navy(NAZIS reincarnated).Then Japan had nothing war with USA.
https://kabukachan.exblog.jp/24791348/
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J95-Reverification-on-the-Criminal-3_11.pdf
Also note crooked Jew group Magna BP joined the operation destroying TEPCO NP.
Then especially note Holocaust is due to devotional deeds of Jewish people,while the past
war A bomb to Japan is due to deficit of devotional deeds to intercept the war by class
struggle.Now global people must aware this decisive fact.Telling this may be a mission of
author a Japanese
The teach class struggle=”struggle against ruling by injustice due to hereditary power” is
actually righteous,only by which we could be saved in coming climate decaying world.
Because substantial climate neglecting policy is due to global emperor Rockefeller the oil
merchant(EXXON MOBIL).USA has been being anti-cooperative in climate fixing since the
past.Now American is the strongly brain washed not to be class struggler(red purge
trauma),thereby they must be aware that they must turn their failure.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_McCarthy
NAZIS reincarnated USA’s remarkable personality is extremely single minded or obsessed
without care for many others,maybe due to strong hatred against Jew.They consider the
defeat in world war the1st and 2nd is due to Jew.Then note now Israel is substantially a
prisoner of NAZIS reincarnated. They could not survive without support of NAZIS USA.
Thus so long as surveying todays world state, many many local troubles has been making
the world people single minded in the chaos,but not recognition on a whole world to unite.
Thereby something extra ordinal is necessary to unite the global single minded.
The possible salvation ways may be not many,but few.A possible way is intercepting
NAZIS strait current by urgent Global Co-Operation at once by altogether.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

APPENDIX-4:Who is really willing to take the DEADLY RESPONSIBILITY ??
Now old regime ruler has been trying to escape from their deadly responsibility and
suppressing rise of new power.It is also class struggle to conquer for surviving.

[１]:The Past and Now State.
Which nations are most responsible for climate change?
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/apr/21/countries-responsible-climate-change

Historical emissions
1. US: 339,174 MT or 28.8%;
2. China: 105,915 MT or 9.0%
3. Russia: 94,679 MT or 8.0%
4. Germany: 81,194.5 MT or 6.9%
5. UK: 68,763 MT or 5.8%
6. Japan: 45,629 MT or 3.87%
Does USA president D.J.Trump really not know Arctic Methane Emergency and imminent
necessity of rapid implementation 80% NEW ENERGY ??
https://www.energycentral.com/c/ec/who-most-responsible-climate-change-infographic
https://www.tuni.fi/unit-magazine/en/articles/who-responsible-tackling-climate-change-youme-politicians-or-energy-producers
https://www.e-ir.info/2013/03/06/who-has-moral-responsibility-for-climate-change/
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/climate-change/we-all-have-role-play/roles-and-responsibilities-ofgovernment

United Nations Climate Action Summit 2019
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/climate-change/
Does UN Secretary-General António Guterres really not know Arctic Methane Emergency
and imminent necessity of rapid implementation 80% NEW ENERGY ??

[２]:How to Solve the Problem<in the beginning is Crisis Recognition !>.
This is urgent task also for home and enterprise,because climate becoming wilder never fail
attack your social infrastructures before long !. Someone must rapidly be the crisis manager.

Implement rapid decision-making to increase your company’s agility
https://brivagroup.com/2019/03/26/implement-rapid-decision-making-to-increase-your-com
panys-agility/
Identify critical points and prioritize improvements
Identify, support and encourage internal decision-makers
Integrate flexibility into the process and decision support
Ensure the introduction of tools to standardize decision-making
Laying the foundations for agility

As especially as for climate,anyone would equally and easily become desperate,because
the problem is too big the global !!.That is, the desperate is entirely same for any individual.
Then the possible salvation way is nothing,but ,by some how,growing global cooperation by
such the equally desperate anyones in order to become global<by communication tools>.
It is organizing from local region,nation and to the world with a TRUTH.
How to Write a Risk Management Policy
https://www.wikihow.com/Write-a-Risk-Management-Policy
1:Identify the potential risks involved in the context of your work and for all the stakeholders.

The First Time Managers Handbook
https://wheniwork.com/blog/first-time-manager/

Chapter 7: Driving your team to success
Make it safe to be creative. Innovation doesn’t happen by fiat. It happens when people feel
free to be creative and come up with solutions that might not seem “safe”.

This is excellently good indication to be revolutional !!!.
Because an established society is rather conservative due to overwhelming success after
the war economic growing,now who had become not to admit inconvenient fact.Climate
salvation is nothing,but admitting the inconvenient fact not safe in established ideology.
For an example,in bureaucratic way of thinking,CO2 must be reduced,
in new business view,make drastic renewable energy transition,
This is a struggle between inadaptive established enterprise and adaptive new rise one.
This is also a kind of class struggle in the history.Then which do you support !!.
http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf
http://777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle.pdf

